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Résuḿe : Les grilles de calcul sont composées de plusieurs milliersde ressources
physiques hétérogènes pouvant appartenir à des domaines d’administration différents.
Ceci complexifie largement leur utilisation. Dans ce rapport, nous nous intéressons
au problème du déploiement d’applications distribuéessur ces infrastructures à large
échelle. Les besoins liés à l’exécution de ces applications ne peuvent pas toujours
être anticipés, impliquant une approche dynamique par re-déploiement. De plus,
différentes applications peuvent co-opérer au sein d’unflot de travail, nécessitant leur
co-déploiement de manière synchronisée. Dans un préc´edent rapport, nous avons décrit
le modèle de déploiement CORDAGE ainsi que son architecture. Celui-ci satisfait les
trois propriétés detransparence, deversatilit́e et deneutralit́e. Ce rapport propose une
mise en oeuvre du modèle dans le contexte d’un co-déploiement sur la plate-forme
expérimentale GRID’5000, en utilisant différentes configuration impliquantde multi-
ples clients, de multiples applications et différents sites de calcul.

Mots-clés : Grille de calcul, Re-déploiement, Co-déploiement, Informatique au-
tonome.
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Experimentations with CORDAGE,
a generic service for

co-deploying and re-deploying
applications on Grids

Abstract: Computer grids are made of thousands of heterogeneous physical resources
that belong to different administration domains. This makes the use of the grid very
complex. In this paper, we focus on deploying distributed applications at a large scale.
As the application requirements may often not be anticipated, dynamic re-deployment
is needed; if various applications have to co-operate within a workflow, they should
also be co-deployed in a consistent way. In a previous paper,we have described the
CORDAGE deployment model and its architecture. It meets the three properties of
transparency, versatility, andneutrality. We report in this paper on its application to a
real co-deployment over the GRID’5000 experimental platform, using different con-
figurations, including multiple clients, multiple applications and multiple grid sites.

Key-words: Grid Computing, Re-deployment, Co-deployment, AutonomicComput-
ing.
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1 Introduction

Federating physical resources located in different universities, institutes and com-
panies leads to the concept of grid computing. These infrastructures are particularly
outfitted to support the heavy data-computing and data-management demand coming
from distributed applications, for instance heavy simulation scientific codes. Unfortu-
nately, both applications and infrastructures are complexto deal with, especially in the
phase of initial deployment. In this paper we focus on the deployment of such applica-
tions over large-scale environments.

Two aspects have to be considered. First, such environmentsare often dynamic, in
the sense that resources may appear and disappear while the applications are running.
Such a dynamicity can be supported by task migration and checkpointing mechanisms
embedded in the applications. These mechanisms lead to a dynamic reconfiguration
of the application, which includes some form of deployment.In this paper we do not
address this aspect, which has been studied in many contributions.

In contrast, we address another aspect, which has often beenoverlooked by (pure...)
scientists, but whichpractical impact is of major importance. Actually, the behavior
of such applications is often unpredictable at launching time : the needs in physical re-
sources can vary during the execution time. For instance, a distributed data-storage sys-
tem cannot predict its future requirements of storage nodes, as they depend on clients
demands. Another example is a scientific application which consists of a succession
of computational steps. Each of these steps often requires avarying set of computing
nodes. Thus, the system must dynamically expand over additional storage nodes du-
ring the run. However, for the sake of usage fairness, it should as well retract from
them when they are not needed. We callre-deploymentsuch a process of expanding
and retracting at runtime.

Another issue regarding deployment comes from the dynamic co-ordination of se-
veral applications. As an example, consider a workflow of twoapplicationsA andB,
whereB consumes the flow of results produced byA. One has to make sure thatB is
deployed and is ready to consume data beforeA starts producing. Furthermore, one has
to make sure that both applications are located on resourcesthat are close enough to
efficiently transfer data. This results in a set of temporal and spatial constraints. This
close co-ordination has to be guaranteed even in the case of dynamic re-deployment.
We call co-deploymentsuch a process. However, this aspect is not addressed in the
experiments reported in this paper.

The purpose of the CORDAGE service is precisely to provide support to automa-
tically handle the co-deployment and the re-deployment of applications on grids. Such
a system should meet three requirements :
Transparency : The applications, and even more the user, should remain unaware of

the low-level interactions with services and tools that manage resources.
Versatility : In addition to standard generic deployment actions, such asconfiguring,

launching and monitoring, the service should also provide support for ad-doc,
application-specific actions.

Neutrality : The service should handle application without any restriction regarding
their software model (component-based approach, message-passing approach,
etc.), and it should be minimally intrusive into their source code.

A large number of systems have been proposed to investigate various approaches
towards the deployment of complex applications over large-scale infrastructures. One
of the most promising approach relies on the concept ofAutonomic Computing[18]
proposed by IBM. Autonomic systems are able to self-manage,as exemplified by sys-
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FIG. 1 – Deploying an application (a) by hand, and (b) using the CORDAGE tool.

tems such as Dynaco [4], Entropy [16], and Jade [20]. These systems can dynamically
reconfigure themselves, including the ability to redeploy some additional parts during
the execution. Thus, Autonomic Computing offers transparency regarding resources
management, as well as versatile support for application-specific operations. Unfor-
tunately, most of the systems are very intrusive, as they require the use of particular
software models such as component-based models.

Another approach consists in submitting applications to a remote execution envi-
ronment, through a client interface. This approach is illustrated by systems such as
XtreemOS [10], Vigne [17], DIET [8], and Zorilla [11]. They are in charge of selec-
ting and allocating physical resources, then deploying theapplication in a transparent
way. This approach is also very close to job schedulers such as OAR [5] and GridEn-
gine [14], in which the user submits a set of jobs to be executed over the grid. Remote
execution environments and job schedulers offer a transparent resource management,
whereas being neutral and non-intrusive for the application. Unfortunately, it is very
difficult, or even impossible, to take into account very specific needs in term of de-
ployment, like the co-deployment of multiple applications. These systems are mainly
designed to address load balancing and task migration issues.

Finally, one can use low-level toolboxes like Globus [13], GridLabGAT [1], and
Saga [15], as well as deployment systems like ADAGE [19], GoDIET [7], APST [9],
and DeployWare [12]. They are widely used on grid infrastructures, as they do not
require the installation of heavy middleware, nor dedicated operating systems. They
specifically assist the deployment of applications, offering basic services to discover
and reserve physical resources, transfer files and remotelystart processes. However, as
a counterpart, these systems are far from making resource management and application
deployment transparent for the user.

The CORDAGE approach is to leverage the capabilities of a number of dynamic
deployment tools, in order to meet the three properties of Transparency, Versatility and
Neutrality. In our case, these are the OAR scheduler [5] and the ADAGE deployment
tool [19], which enjoy Neutrality, but lack Versatility andTransparency.

INRIA
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FIG. 2 – Two ways of mapping the same logical tree on the physical resource tree.
Left is top-most, which ensures a greater distribution of entities over resources. Right
is bottom-most, used to deploy entities on resources as close as possible.

The problem with low-level tools such as OAR and ADAGE is thatthe user is
still responsible for scheduling the numerous and tedious elementary actions needed
to perform and monitor a dynamic deployment, as shown on Figure 1(a). The user has
still to 1) select and reserve some resources, then 2) retrieve the resource list, then 3)
provide the deployment tool information like the description of the application, the
resource list and some additional placement constraints, so that 4) the deployment tool
can launch the application. In contrast, CORDAGE takes the userout of the loopand
orchestrates these multiple actions on the behalf of the user according to a set of high-
level orders, as displayed on Figure 1(b). As far as the user is concerned, everything
is then transparent, versatile and neutral, as all the specific, ad-hoc details are handled
within CORDAGE.

This paper is based on an improved version of the CORDAGE service already pre-
sented in a previous paper [2], as described in Section 2. Section 3 describes our case
study, based on the JUXMEM data-sharing service [3], which is dynamically deployed
over the GRID’5000 experimental grid testbed [6]. Then, Section 4 provides a detailed
report on the experimental behavior of CORDAGE deploying and re-deploying JUX-
MEM under various near-real conditions. These experimentations show the impact of
using multiple clients and multiple applications, as well as the impact of spreading the
service across multiple grid sites.

2 Towards dynamic deployment

CORDAGE introduces a model, in which applications and resources arerepresen-
ted by logical trees. This hierarchical approach allows to perform a consistentpre-
planning of the deployment, by mapping the application components onto a set of
physical resources with respect to the hierarchical constraints as shown on Figure 2.

In order to allow dynamic applicationre-deployment, the representation can then
be updated during the execution. It makes it possible to dynamically expand or retract
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#include cordage.hh
cdgclient* app1 = new cdgclient(conf app1);
cdgclient* app2 = new cdgclient(conf app2);

app1→add sub application(app2);
app1→deploy application();
app2→perform specific action(ADD PROVIDER, 2);

delete app1;
delete app2;

�

FIG. 3 – Minimal coding scheme to let an application interact with the CORDAGE

server.

the configuration of the deployed application, respectively adding or deleting logical
groups and nodes. Such a alteration is triggered by someapplication-specificrequests
sent by CORDAGE clients. These clients can be embedded in user applications, moni-
toring tools, or execution systems that are part of an autonomic framework.

The model can also handle theco-deploymentof multiple applications. A logical
tree is built for each application involved in the global deployment. These trees are
then merged into a single tree, following specific rules. Theresulting tree is thereaf-
ter mapped onto the physical tree and all applications are deployed in a co-ordinated
manner.

This model istransparent, as the mapping concept allows the user to express his
high-level deployment requests without any reference to the low-level interactions with
services and tools that manage resources.

As CORDAGE is seen as an external service by the application, it can be freely
expanded with ad-hoc plugins to offer a set of additional specific actions as needed.
This enables arbitraryversatilitywithout any modification of the application.

The CORDAGE architecture is based on a client-server paradigm, which isasneu-
tral as possible regarding the software model of the application. The only require-
ment is to insert a few lines of code at suitable places withinthe application, typically
at places where the application makes decisions regarding expanding or retracting its
configuration. To get a concrete feeling of using CORDAGE, the code lines displayed
on Figure 3 are sufficient to let an applicationapp1 request the CORDAGE server to
add another applicationapp2 as its sub-application, trigger the co-deployment ofapp1

andapp2 in a co-ordinated way, and request the execution of an application-specific
actionADD PROVIDER to update the current configuration with 2 additional providers.

3 Deploying JUXM EM , a data-sharing service for the
grid

The CORDAGE approach has been tested and evaluated in the context of
the deployment of a distributed data-sharing service called JUXMEM [3] over the
GRID’5000 experimental grid platform, using various configurations, including mul-
tiple clients, multiple applications and multiple grid sites.

The JUXMEM grid data-sharing service offers transparent and efficientaccess to
data stored in the physical memory of grid processing nodes,later referred asproviders.
Providers self-organize as multiplecluster groups, which can be deployed on possibly

INRIA
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different grid sites. The number of providers determines the overall storage capacity
and the level of fault tolerance of the service. JUXMEM is primarily intended to be
used as a reliable storage for scientific grid applications.

Before CORDAGE, the deployment of JUXMEM was essentially based on the
OAR reservation tool and the ADAGE deployment tool, as introduced in Section 1.
In this former approach, the user has first to manually issue arequest to the OAR
scheduler to be granted a set of grid nodes. This request returns the user with a reser-
vation identifier. Then, the user manually invokes the ADAGEdeployment tool with
this OAR reservation identifier. The user also has to manually provide ADAGE with
a static description of the JUXMEM service, including the declaration of the various
cluster groups, the configuration of the providers to be deployed (listening port num-
bers, memory space allocated to the service, maximal service time, etc.), and a set of
spatial and temporal deployment constraints. All these information are provided by the
user as XML files. Based on this information, ADAGE generatesa deployment plan :
it transfers the proper configuration files towards the storage nodes and there starts the
processes. All this latter phase is done in a generic and transparent way.

This former approach has several drawbacks. First, the userhas still to manually
handle a large and complex set of information : the user has tointeract with a number
of sophisticated tools, consuming the data produced by one to feed another, translating
the data format on the fly by hand. Moreover, if the initial reservation request to OAR
fails, then the user is left alone to react and to provide OAR with another request. All
these steps have to be made in the case of the deployment of anyapplication over a
grid.

Second, the case of JUXMEM is even more complex, as it is obviously very difficult
to predict how large data will be stored into the service during its lifetime. It may well
happen that the initial configuration falls short of storagespace, and that deploying
additional providers is needed at some point to serve the storage requests. Conversely,
some storage providers may be left unused at some point. A fair share of the grid
resources commends then to release this nodes to the other grid users. Therefore, the
service configuration has to dynamically expand and retractall over its lifetime, based
on the external requests. In this former approach, it is up tothe user to take care about
all the elementary actions needed for such a reconfiguration.

The goal of the CORDAGE approach is to make the deployment of JUXMEM trans-
parent for the user. CORDAGE automates all these elementary actions, regarding both
the initial deployment and successive expansions and retractions. For instance, COR-
DAGE is able to dynamically redeploy providers, taking into account specific requests
from the JUXMEM service itself. A key aspect is to enforce that all the providers of each
individual JUXMEM cluster group are deployed on the same grid site for performance
purpose. In contrast, the various cluster groups should be deployed over different grid
site for fault tolerance purpose.

The CORDAGE hierarchical model described in Section 2 has precisely been intro-
duced for this purpose. The corresponding logical tree contains one virtual root node,
each child of which corresponds to acluster groupto be deployed on a particular grid
site. As shown on Figure 4, the entities added into the same second-level logical node
will be deployed within the same grid site. In contrast, as shown on Figure 7, the entities
belonging to different logical nodes will be deployed over different grid sites.

Specific actions have been added to the CORDAGE server to enable the JUXMEM

service to reconfigure itself : expanding by creating new storage providers into existing
cluster groups, or even creating new cluster groups ; retracting by deleting providers or

RR n° 7086
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FIG. 4 – Expanding the JUXMEM topology by sequentially adding new providers into
the same cluster group.

groups. This is done by creating or deleting logical nodes, groups and entities within
the logical tree.

The goal of the experiments below is to present and analyze the behavior of COR-
DAGE when used for managing the dynamic deployment of the JUXMEM service.

4 Experimenting with CORDAGE

Various configurations of the CORDAGE service are studied. In each of them, a
single CORDAGE server is set up to serve the requests of possibly multiple clients
regarding possibly multiple JUXMEM applications.

The experimentations are conducted within the GRID’5000 platform, an experi-
mental and distributed testbed that gathers up to 5000 nodesdistributed in 9 sites
France-wide. The protocol starts with the deployment of oneCORDAGE server, follo-
wed by the deployment of a minimal JUXMEM topology. This topology consists of one
node, in charge of organizing the set of JUXMEM providers. Then, synthetic clients per-
form re-deployment requests to the CORDAGE server, as the JUXMEM service would
do in a real behavior.

4.1 Using multiple clients

In a first scenario, we consider that the CORDAGE server is in charge of managing
one single JUXMEM application. Several clients perform concurrent requeststo add
new providers to the service. In order to keep the application representation consistent,
the CORDAGE server does not allow parallel operations on the same application. The-
refore, the requests of the various clients are separately processed in a FIFO-ordered
queue. Figure 4 displays the evolution of the logical representation, as the requests
for adding a new provider are processed. Each request creates a new logical group in
the logical node corresponding to the single JUXMEM cluster group. This new group
contains the single new provider entity to be deployed.

INRIA
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FIG. 5 – Multiple clients : time to process requests (a) on the server and (b) on the
clients.

We run two experiments : the first one uses two concurrent clients and the second
one uses four concurrent clients. The clients repeatedly add new providers into the
unique instance of JUXMEM, without any intermediate synchronization. The clients
requests are accumulated into a FIFO queue at the CORDAGE server level.

Figure 5(a) displays the time to process each successive request on the CORDAGE

server, whichever the sender is, during the whole experiment time. The experiment with
2 clients leads to processing 150 requests in 28 minutes. Theaverage time to process a
request is 11 seconds. The experiment with 4 clients leads toprocessing 143 requests in
29 minutes. The average time to process a request is 12 seconds. Processing a request
on the server breaks down into 3 phases :
Update the logical representation.This includes all synchronization mechanisms,

the mapping of the logical tree onto the physical tree as wellas some ancil-
lary operations. In both configurations, this step takes less than 0.20 seconds per
request, that is, less than 2 % of the overall processing time.

Interact with the OAR reservation tool. This step takes an average time of around
7 seconds per request in the 2-client configuration and 9 seconds in the 4-client
one. This step takes nearly 70 % of the overall processing time.

Interact with the ADAGE deployment tool. This updates the configuration of the
JUXMEM service by transferring the configuration files and startingthe pro-
cesses. This step takes an average time of 3 seconds per request in both configu-
rations. This step takes around 30 % of the overall processing time.

One major observation coming from Figure 5(a) is that the processing time for each
request on the server is not significantly impacted by the number of clients acting on
the same application. This can be explained by the serialization of the requests by the
CORDAGE server : each request is fully processed by the server without any time-
sharing mechanism.

In contrast, the overhead coming from the number of clients can be witnessed on
Figure 5(b). This figure displays times measured in the same experiment as above.
Yet, the request time is measured on the client side instead of the CORDAGE server
side, including the time spent by the requests in the server queue. The more clients are
acting on the same application, the longer they have to wait for their requests to be pro-
cessed. The clients wait an average time of 8 seconds in a single-client configuration,
21 seconds in a 2-client configuration and 46 seconds in a 4-client configuration.

The reader will have noticed the presence of two peak points on both figures, in
both configurations. These points correspond to the resource saturation of the grid site
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FIG. 6 – On the left, multiple sites : time to process requests on the clients and number
of ready. On the right, multiple applications : time to process requests on the clients.

currently used to deploy new providers : no more nodes are available for reservation
by the OAR tool. CORDAGE incurs an almost 80-second overhead. The server checks
OAR about the availability of the requested nodes every second. After 45 unsuccessful
checks, the server decides the current grid site cannot be used any longer. It selects ano-
ther one from a list of available sites, and then requests OARfor new resources in this
latter site. These peaks occur more or less at the same momentin both configurations
because the experiments were run on the same day, without anymajor changes in the
overall grid reservation status : the sites reached saturation after adding the same num-
ber of providers in both experiments. Yet, there is a noticeable shift between the peaks
in the 2-client configuration and the 4-client configuration. This is due to the fact that
the average time for processing requests in the 4-client configuration is slightly larger
than that in the 2-client configuration at the beginning of the experiments. Therefore,
all subsequent request occurrence times are shifted away bysome fixed amount.

4.2 Impact of using multiple applications

The CORDAGE server is also able to manage several concurrent applications at
the same time. This makes for example sense in the context of co-deployment. In this
section, we study the impact of managing several applications with only one server on
the request processing time. We use the previous configuration involving a minimal
topology of JUXMEM that is expanded by sequentially adding new providers. We run
two successive experiments, one with 2 independent instances of the JUXMEM service,
and then 3 instances of it, all the instances being managed bythe same CORDAGE ser-
ver. For each instance of the JUXMEM service, one specific synthetic client repeatedly
issues requests to the CORDAGE server to add new providers. At the CORDAGE le-
vel, all the JUXMEM instances share the same instance of the OAR reservation tool,
whereas a dedicated instance of the ADAGE deployment tool isused for each of them.
This arrangement actually suits the GRID’5000 environment, as most of the other grid
platforms : all users must interact with a unique, centralized job scheduler, but they are
free to use their own deployment tool.

Figure 6(a) displays the time to process requests measured on the clients, using the
2- and the 3-application configurations. The average time isaround 11 seconds. This
time is stable and comparable to results with one client and one application : managing
additional applications does not increase the client waiting time for a request to be
processed. Actually, the client requests do not have to waitfor any lock before being

INRIA
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FIG. 7 – Expanding the JUXMEM topology by sequentially adding providers into four
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processed by the CORDAGE server. Then, the concurrentclient requestsat the level of
the CORDAGE server result in concurrentreservation requestsat the level of the OAR
scheduler, which are effectively handled in parallel, witha stable request time. Also,
they result in concurrentdeployment requestsat the level of the ADAGE deployment
tools : all these requests are effectively handled in parallel as one instance of ADAGE
is used per application instance.

4.3 Using multiple grid sites

The previous experiments were conducted within one grid site at a time. In this sec-
tion we evaluate the CORDAGE prototype using 4 different sites at the same time. We
start with a minimal JUXMEM topology made of one single JUXMEM cluster group,
which is then expanded with 3 additional sibling cluster groups. Then, a synthetic client
repeatedly adds new providers, one in each cluster group in turn. According to this sce-
nario, the logical representation of the application evolves as displayed on Figure 7.

Figure 6(b) displays the time needed to process the successive provider launching
requests. Observe that this request processing time, as measured on the client side, only
includes launching the system process which runs the provider applicative code. Itdoes
not includethe time needed to fully set up the provider and let it serve the application
requests within the JUXMEM service. Once a provider has joined the JUXMEM service,
we let it send an acknowledgmentready message to the CORDAGE server, so that
Figure 6(b) can display the number ofready providers.

In this experiment, we use 4 grid sites. On each site, an instance of the OAR re-
servation tool is made available to locally manage the resources. These instances are
running on various types of machines, and they manage various set of resources, so
that the interaction times vary from site to site. This explains the periodic patterns dis-
played by Figure 6(b) : the smaller values correspond to requests made in a particularly
reactive site. Again, peaks correspond to sites reaching saturation, as CORDAGE se-
lects a fresh grid site if no reservation has been granted after a number of unsuccessful
requests to OAR. In this experiments, the timeout was set to around 45 seconds, so as
to include several site shifting within the overall time.

RR n° 7086
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5 Conclusion

Today, the management of complex distributed applicationsover large-scale infra-
structures requires the use of dedicated external systems.These systems help in facing,
in a transparent way, the dynamicity introduced by both applications and infrastruc-
tures. In a previous paper [2] we have introduced CORDAGE, a co-deployment and
re-deployment tool that satisfies the three properties of transparency, versatility and
non-intrusiveness.

In this paper we have described the evaluation of a prototypebased on this model,
used to deploy the JUXMEM data-sharing service over the GRID’5000 platform. The
CORDAGE server relies on a number of grid tools : a reservation tool (OAR) and a
deployment tool (ADAGE). CORDAGE takes the userout of the loopand orchestrates
these multiple interactions on behalf of the user accordingto a set of high-level orders.
As far as the user is concerned, everything is then transparent, versatile and neutral, as
all the specific, ad-hoc details are handled within CORDAGE.

We have shown that the CORDAGE server can effectively interact with these tools,
with a minimal overhead (less than 2 %). It can handle severalapplications at the same
time, either dependent as in a co-deployment, or independent, taking advantage of the
parallelization of the requests.

An interesting perspective of this work is the ability to letmultiple CORDAGE

servers communicate. They could for instance exchange information about resources
and applications in order to optimize deployments, and to provide load balancing and
fault tolerance features. More generally, CORDAGE could be integrated as one of the
executive tools of a generic autonomic framework like DYNACO [4].
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